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Solution of algebraic recursion relations in the most obvious fashion may produce unwieldy 
expressions. If the structure of the recursion is well understood, a better method may be to 
calculate the coefficient of each term in the answer by analysis of all ways in which that term 
can be generated bythe reeursion relation. This technique has been applied with great success 
to the WKB (phase-integral) approximation forordinary differential equations and systems. In
progress i a more difficult application, todifferential geometry and relativity (Synge-DeWitt 
tensors). 
Introduction 
Traditionally, to the amazement of some onlookers, researchers in gravitational quantum 
theory have seemingly revelled in the recursive calculation of complicated asymptotic 
expansions. As these calculations are pressed to ever higher orders, they encounter 
combinatorial explosions. It is increasingly clear that, beyond some point, such enterprises 
can be continued only with computer assistance, because of the large number of terms to 
be manipulated. With the recent dramatic increase in the availability of suitable hardware, 
many of us are making major efforts in this direction; yet most of us are still amateurs in 
computer science, there is no software specifically suited to our rather specialised needs, 
and it is by no means obvious how the field ought to develop. I offer here some general 
thoughts on this sort of symbolic computation, while reviewing some of my own recent 
and current work. 
As in so many other aspects of life, wisdom here will consist in choosing a proper middle 
course between extremes. There is, first of all, the question of whether to do massive, high- 
order asymptotic alculations at all. There is a feeling among many mathematicians and 
physicists that after a while the complicated etails become uninformative, and that 
important progress is made only by more imaginative thinking. We may call this the issue 
of hard work vs. cleverness. The criticism misses the point that clever methods never give 
complete answers. Finishing the job requires the development of general tools. Nowadays, 
one would not publish a research paper on the routine numerical integration of some 
particular function, but what snob would want science to consider only problems which 
can be solved analytically or by physical intuition? 
Second comes the issue of small systems vs. large, or rather the whole spectrum from 
pencil and paper through personal computers, workstations, minicomputers, and 
mainframe computers to supercomputers. Related to this is the question of whether to use 
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one of the increasing number of general-purpose symbolic-manipulation packages 
(MACSYMA, SMP, REDUCE, and so on), or to write one's own program to solve a specific 
problem. Also related is the technical problem of time vs. memory: which is the more 
precious resource to be conserved? I shall return to these issues presently. 
Finally, there is the perpetual conflict of elegance vs. pragmatism. I am a perfectionist, 
but I'm also a busy person, and I've learned painfully that to finish a job within a 
reasonable time, one must usually be slightly sloppy. It seems that in any project where the 
programming itself is of genuine scientific interest, ipso facto the problem is not well 
enough understood at the outset to make well-structured, top-down programming 
possible. One is always patching things up. Similar difficulties arise on a more 
mathematical level; for example, I have a strong feeling that the calculations with 
curvature tensors which I shall discuss below could be greatly simplified by decomposing 
the tensors with respect o index symmetries and applying the technology of Young 
tableaus, etc., but I have no time to remedy my ignorance of that field. Likewise with the 
human interface: Ultimately, I would like my programs to be menu-driven and to produce 
their output in an attractive, readable form (through TEX as intermediary); but it would be 
imprudent to invest too large a percentage of one's time, too early, in such polishing, as 
opposed to the scientific ore of the problem. 
In my computational research on recursion relations I have been exploring four basic 
ideas. Thereby, I come down rather close to one end of several of the spectra of choices just 
discussed--probably theopposite nd from most people who have worked in the field. My 
way is not necessarily for everybody; the different approaches are complementary. 
First, to the greatest extent possible I work with a small machine. Nowadays, I do most 
of my work on an IBM PC/AT. I argue: (1) almost by definition, the vast majority of 
researchers will not, at any given epoch, have easy access to state-of-the-art computing 
resources. It is silly to use a rare and expensive resource unnecessarily. (2)Programs or 
algorithms developed on a small system can be efficiently ported to a larger system when 
the capacity of the smaller system is exhausted. (Although recursive algorithms can in 
principle be carried out to arbitrarily high order, it is obvious that any given computer has 
finite physical imitations. This is especially true of the AT and other DOS-based 
computers, which are limited to 640 K total addressable memory and (normally) 64 K data 
segments for arrays.) (3)Things which today can be done only on large machines will be 
possible on smaller machines in the very near future. (4) The same programming insights 
which enable a given job to be done on a microcomputer instead of a mainframe may 
enable a much bigger job to be done on a supercomputer which could not have been done 
there if programmed in the more naive way. 
Second, I have concentrated oncustom programming, not the general-purpose packages. 
One reason is that the packages will not fit on small machines. It is notorious that these 
programs and their internal data storage swell to fill even a fairly large computer; one has 
the guilty feeling of using a sledgehammer to crack a peanut. But perhaps a more 
important reason relates to the earlier observation that our problem is not yet completely 
understood, so that the programming to solve it is still of scientific interest in itself. In 
writing a computer program specially adapted to a problem, one learns more about the 
problem itself. It is not uncommon that the mental discipline of writing a program leads to 
an insight which makes the program itself unnecessary (for example, discovery of a closed- 
form solution). 
Third comes the analytic approach to solving recursion relations. I shall discuss this in 
detail ater. For now, let me just say that "analytic" is not meant here in the usual sense of 
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the mathematicians (nor of the psychiatrists) but in that of the philosophers: analysis 
(taking apart) as opposed to synthesis (building up). This also is largely motivated by the 
desire to work on a small machine. If we build up a large mathematical expression as one 
would in hand calculation, we will be faced with the necessity of combining like terms; this 
requires storage of large amounts of intermediate data, and constant searching and 
pattern-matching within this archive. Instead, therefore, we pull apart the recursion 
relation to deduce the total coefficient of a given term all at once. Even this condensed 
result need not be stored; it can be printed out immediately, orpassed to another program 
which will use it in a further computation. An additional motivation for the analytic 
method is that sometimes one really needs only to calculate the coefficients of a small 
fraction of the full list of terms in an expression. For example, "clever" methods may have 
already revealed the coefficients of all the others. [I am thinking, for example, of the 
calculations of many of the coefficients in the asymptotic expansions of heat kernels of 
elliptic differential operators by Gilkey (1979; 1980).] 
Finally, looking over my programs I see that I have made so many recursive subroutine 
calls that recursive programming deserves to be listed as a separate theme. It is often 
accompanied by dynamic memory management. 
I shall present the analytic approach to recursion relations in the context of two model 
problems. The first is a generallsed WKB (phase-integral) pproximation to vector-valued 
functions atisfying a second-order ordinary differential equation. This work has been 
published (Fulling, 1983). The second project, which is still in progress, is the calculation of 
the Synge-DeWitt ensors ~ .... ~,, which are of great importance in gravitational 
quantum theory. 
The analysis of a set of recursion relations by the method I am reporting takes place in 
several dearly separated steps. 
1. Write down the recursion relation for general n (algebraically solved for the unknown 
quantity of order n). 
2. Design an efficient symbolic representation f the possible terms in the quantity to be 
calculated (in other words, a good data structure). 
3. Write a program to list all the possible terms. 
4. Write a program to find the numerical coefficient of any term in the list. 
When this process is finished, there are some additional tasks to be performed before the 
results will be useful. 
5. Do not neglect your expository responsibilities. Your program should be 
comprehensible and useful to other people (and to yourself, after an interval to forget the 
details). On the level of a relatively broad audience, this requires designing a good user 
interface and some written instructions for using the program. Furthermore, programs of 
this nature are usually distributed in source code for other researchers to modify (or to 
verify and debug). This obligates the author to improve the commenting within the 
program and, most likely, to provide some written technical documentation (because of 
the difficulty of representing standard mathematical notation within program comments). 
6. Finally, the program should be used! The output is usually not an end in itself, but 
the input to some other calculation, leading eventually to some simple expression with 
clear physical significance. Even after an analytic alculation (or after term combination i  
a synthetic alculation) the output is typically voluminous. Therefore, one will probably 
not want it actually to be printed out! The preferred method is likely to be to pipe the 
output directly into another program, or to embed our program as a subroutine in such a 
program, which does the calculations for the desired application. 
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Naturally, one will have written the program in some generality. Specialising a very 
general (albeit quite explicit) result o a particular case may be a major undertaking, and it 
has much in common with an application. 
Both in applications (where our output expression will be combined algebraically with 
something else and perhaps uffer tensor contractions, etc.) and in special cases, it is likely 
that terms which were originally independent will give rise to terms in the final answer 
which ought to be combined. Thus the problem of term combination, which was 
previously avoided by adopting the analytic approach, will rise again at this point. 
I shall discuss each of these steps in turn, for the two model problems. 
1. The Problem and the Reeursion Relation 
1.1. THE VECTORIAL WKB APPROXIMATION. Consider an ordinary differential equation of 
the SchrSdinger form 
- O"(x)  + = p2 (x). 
The potential V may be matrix-valued. We are interested in the limit p2 ~ oo. 
One solves the equation by the ansatz 
0' = ipNr 
where the matrix N is postulated to have an expansion in inverse powers of p 
N(x; p)~ ~ p-'N~(x). 
s=O 
Thus, when V is scalar, N is essentially the logarithmic derivative of r and we obtain the 
familiar representation f r as the complex exponential of a series. 
Substituting these expressions into the differential equation and imposing convenient 
initial conditions, one arrives at 
No = 1, N1 = 0, N2 = - 89 
and 
s -2  
N, = 89189 ~ NtN~_t fors > 2. 
t=2 
If N~ is redefined by a certain (s-dependent) constant factor, in terms of the rescaled 
quantities the recursion relation takes the form 
S--2 
N~ = N;_~ + Z NiNe_,. (1) 
t=2 
This form has a considerable computational dvantage, since only integer arithmetric 
(rather than rational complex) is encountered. 
Details of this derivation may be found in Fulling (1983). (V is called -E  there.) Since 
our present interest is in the technology of calculating the N, electronically, not in the 
result, I shall henceforth drop the notational distinction between scaled and unscaled 
quantities. 
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1.2 THE SYNGE-DEWlTT TENSORS. Let a(x, y) denote half the square of the geodesic 
distance between points x and y of a Riemannian (or pseudo-Riemannian) manifold. (This 
quantity, the Synge world-function, is well-defined at least when y is in a sufficiently small 
neighbourhood f x). For any tensorial object A, A;, will denote the covariant derivative of 
A (in an abstract-index notation) with respect o the usual symmetric, metric-compatible 
connection. Then the gradient vector a;~ (differentiation with respect to x) is [the covector 
corresponding to] the negative of the tangent vector at x along the geodesic to y. 
The quantities of interest to us are the high-order derivatives a;~...~,(x~ x). Traditionally 
the semicolon is omitted in this context. These objects play a central role in the 
geometrically covariant construction of asymptotic expansions of Green functions of 
partial differential operators, by either conventional methods (DeWitt, 1965; Christensen, 
1976) or pseudodifferential methods (Widom, 1980; Drager, 1978). 
The a . .  tensors can be calculated by a recursive process (DeWitt, 1965; Christensen, 
1976). The first two steps are to differentiate, n times, the equation 89 a, and to 
conduct some index-shuffling to isolate the unknown, a,, . . . , .  This can be done for 
arbitrary n, once and for all. It is again convenient to rescale the variables o that all the 
coefficients in the equation are integers. The result is 
a N .... l, =Nl(n) ~' R~, .~, ;p  .... p .... 
l, ra=3 
i~m 
subscquences  of  
n i -1  {~uj+t . . . . .  / l i  . . . . .  ,u,,} 
+EE E 
t=2 j= l  O<k<n- j -1  
k~3- j  
N2(n, j, k) a~,...~M=,z+,...~j_Ivl...v~R,,~;p=...p,_j_~ k 
/=t  
- -  subseq  . . . . .  c~f{/.t, . . . .  #n} N3(n, k)a~l...vka=Pl...P.-k" 
2 ~k <[n/2] 
vl=#l i fk=n/2 
(2) 
Here R is the Riemann curvature tensor; the Nj are certain integer-valued coefficients; and 
the inner sums are over all k-element subsequences, {vl . . . . .  vk}, of the available index 
sequence, while {Pl . . . .  } is the complementary subsequence. 
Equation (2) is the basic recursion relation which gives the nth-order cr in terms of those 
of lower order. For large n, even to write out the terms of this expression explicitly is a 
huge task. Working independently of me, S.M. Christensen has written a lengthy 
computer program which does essentially this, together with some simplifications on the 
results and conversion of them to TEX input format. My goal is to solve the 
recursion--that is,to program an algorithm which expresses the nth-order a (for given but 
arbitrary n) completely in terms of Riemann tensors. 
2. Representing the Terms 
2.1. It is easy to see that Ns will be a polynomial in V and its derivatives. For example 
N 6 = -V""+3VV"+3V"V+5(V ' )2 -2V  3. 
The two terms involving V and V" cannot be combined, because these two matrices need 
not commute. The potential has the physical dimension of inverse length squared, and Ns 
has dimension [length]-s. Thus, any term in Ns will have 
s = (number of differentiations) + 2 x (number of V's). (3) 
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Therefore, there is afinite basis of allowed terms in each order, which can be enumerated 
before any calculation of coefficients begins. 
One must resist the naive temptation to represent huge algebraic expressions literally 
inside the computer. The information content of a term in N~ is merely its numerical 
coefficient and its pattern of differentiations. Thus the basis element VV", for example, can 
be represented internally by an array containing the integers 0 and 2. Externally, I
represent it by the character string "0-2-". This form is used in passing data from one 
program to another, and for input and output pending the creation of subroutines to 
translate to a more human-readable notation. 
2.2. The terms in ~rm...,, are polynomials in the curvature tensor and its covariant 
derivatives. A typical term in the 10th-order a might be 
D (4) 
It is easy to show by induction that all allowable terms are trees: all the factors in the term 
are linked into a single structure by index contractions, and there are no closed loops of 
contractions (and no contractions internal to a single factor). Graphically, (4) is 
The counterpart of (3) is 
R,t,u,u~.u,a 
n-- 2 = (number of differentiations) + 2 x (number of Rs). (5) 
(Since R consists of terms either linear in second partial derivatives of the metric tensor or 
quadratic in its first partials, this number is the total number of differentiations of the 
metric tensor occurring in the term.) Thus, we again have a finite, well-defined basis of 
allowed terms for each n. 
Equivalent erms may appear distinct because of reordering of the factors and renaming 
of dummy indices. Representing the terms as tree structures, rather than conventional 
algebraic expressions, cuts down on this ambiguity. But it does not completely eliminate it, 
since one node of the tree must be arbitrarily chosen as the root. It is convenient to 
postpone further consideration of this point until after the recursion relation has been 
analysed. Moreover, the Riemann tensor and its derivatives have complicated index 
symmetries, which reduce the number of independent terms still further; for simplicity, I 
ignore these symmetries for the time being. 
Externally, I represent the term (4) as 
R(1, R(__, 8, 6, 10), 2, 3, 4, R(_, 5, 9, 7)). 
The outermost structure of symbols represents the root tensor of the tree. When a 
non-trivial branch is encountered, it is simply written into the argument list of the root, in 
place of an index label (leaf). Within the branch, an underscore character marks the place 
of the index contraction coming in from above (stem). In general, of course, branches may 
contain subbranches. 
The internal representation f a tree is rather standard [cf. Kernigan & Ritchie, 1978, 
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Section 6.5]. In the C language, it can be implemented by the following declarations of 
data structures: 
struct treenode{ 
char tensor; 
int deriv; 
struct treenode **branches; 
typedef struct treenode *TREE; 
(What actually appears in my programs is more complicated than this, for a mixture of 
technical and historical reasons.) The character tensor is either R, Z, or the underscore. 
(My programs allow for a more general class of covariant-differentiation operations, 
characterised by a torsion tensor as well as a curvature tensor. In that case, T is another 
allowed value of the tensor character.) Z indicates that the node is a leaf, the underscore 
that it is a stem. The meaning of the number deriv depends upon the tensor. If the latter is 
R (or T), deriv is the number of covariant differentiations applied to that factor (which 
determines its total number of indices). If the node is a leaf, representing the index #j, then 
deriv is set to j. For a stem, this variable is by convention set equal to 0. Finally, branches 
is an array of pointers to the subtrees of the current reenode. (The subtrees include leaves 
and stems.) 
3. A Program to Enumerate the Basis 
3.1. For the vectorial WKB problem, t wrote a short C program, GRIND.C, to list the 
terms in their "external" representation. The main routine contains the following central 
code, where k is the order of the term, n is the number of Vs, and r is the number of 
differentiations: 
for (n = 1; n < = k/2; n+ +){  
nl = n; 
r = k -2"n ;  
grind(item, n, r); 
}; 
Here item is an array in which the internal representation f the term is built up. 
The subroutine grind must solve the combinatorial problem of finding all possible ways 
to put r things in n boxes: 
if(n > 1) 
for (a = O; a < = r; a+ +){  
item[O] = a; 
g r ind( i tem+l ,  n - l ,  r -a ) ;  
} 
else{ 
item[O] = r; 
pitem = i tem-n1  +1;  
if(revtest(pitem) ) 
[Print it out.] 
} 
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The function loops through all possible values for the first element of the array, in each 
case calling itself recursively to fill in the next element with the appropriately depleted 
value of r. If the last element has been reached, all of r must be used up immediately; then 
the program uses the static variable nl to find its way back to the beginning of the parent 
array. Since the coefficients of two enantiomorphic terms are trivially related, a subroutine 
is called to reject he item if it is equal to a previously generated item in reverse order. (This 
does not require comparison with a list, merely a check that the term precedes its partner 
in dictionary order.) Then the term is printed out, and the loops continue to the next case. 
(For example, "0-1-2-0-" will be printed, and later "0-2-1-0-" will be rejected.) 
3.2. The analogous program for the Synge-DeWitt problem, SIGTR EE.C, is much longer, 
and I shall merely indicate the structure of its recursive subroutines. The problem is to 
construct all trees of order n -2 ,  of the sort described previously. Dynamic memory 
allocation is used to build up the tree structures and some auxiliary list structures. The 
nodes of trees and lists are created by the C function calloc and later erased by cfree 
(called free in some compilers). 
The main routine calls a subroutine maketree, which loops through all admissible 
values of the total number of indices on the root tensor. (When torsion is included, there is 
an additional loop over the values R or T for that tensor.) Within the loop is a call to a 
function fillroot, which begins the task of filling in the branches of the root in all possible 
ways. Its main loop goes through all possible lengths of a sublist of the list of free indices, 
comprising those indices which will appear in the first branch. It then calls subset, which 
loops through all choices of the first index to go into the list. When a.n index is chosen, it is 
copied into the (growing) sublist and temporarily excised from the main list, which thereby 
becomes a complementary list (cotist). The function subset must then call either itself, to 
choose the next index in the sublist, or, at the end, maketree again to loop through all 
possible subtrees containing the given sublist of free indices. 
When the sublist has length 1, the branch must be merely a leaf; instead of doing its 
usual thing, maketree then calls something named escape, which decides what to do next. 
There are three possibilities. (1) If another subbranch on the current branch remains to be 
filled in, fillroot is called to create it. (Note that we are still inside the initial call to fillroot. 
The recursive calls are very deeply nested.) (2)If the branch is completely constructed, 
escape is called again, to move back up to the next higher level in the tree. (3) If we are 
already back at the root, an output routine is called to print the tree. The latter is itself 
recursive, since each branch is printed as a tree in its own right. 
When the printing is complete, we at last encounter a return statement. Control 
cascades up to the innermost subroutine that still has other cases of its loop to consider. 
Then the process works back down to another complete tree, and on and on . . . .  
4. A Program to Find the Coefficient of a Given Term 
4.1. Consider a particular case of (1) 
4- 
N6 = N'5 + ~. Nt N6-, 
t=2 
and seek the term in N6 proportional to 0-2- (that is, VV"). Such a term could come from 
two places: (1) as part of the derivative of a term in N5 proportional to 0-1- (i.e., VII'); (2) as 
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the product of a V term in N 2 with a V" term in N4. The problem is now recursively 
reduced to that of finding the coefficients of 0-1- in Ns, 0- in N2, and 2- in N4. 
My program FUN C.C carries out this recursive calculation for any input term. Its core 
is a function of the type 
long nn(chi ld, Ion) 
where child is the input array and len is its length. It accumulates in the variable n the 
input item's total coefficient in the Ns of which it is a candidate member. In the code 
fragment below, the first loop generates all possible ways of obtaining the item as a part of 
the derivative of Ns_ 1, and the second loop generates all possible ways of breaking the 
item into a product. 
n=O;  
mother = child; 
for(j = O;j < len; j+  +)  
i f(hold = ch i ld[ j ] )  > 0){  
chi ldrj]  = ho ld -  1; 
n+ = nn(mother,  len); 
chi ld[ j]  = hold; 
} 
for(j = 1; j  < len; j+  +){  
father = child +j;  
n + = nn(mother, j) * nn(father, len - j ) ;  
} 
return(n); 
(The pointers mother and child point to the same location in memory, but in conceptually 
different roles.) Of course, this recursion must have a base: when len is 1 and child [0] is 0, 
the function returns the value 1, corresponding to the fact that the scaled N2 equals 
--V--+E. 
4.2. The program SIGMA.C matches an input tree (read in by a recursive subroutine) 
against he three lines of the recursion relation (2). First, if the tree has no subtrees, it is a 
possible stand-alone Riemann-tensor term. Second, if the tree has a subtree containing no 
subsubtrees, it could possibly be one of the terms in (2) of the a | R type. (In both of these 
cases, the programming requires ome rather complicated logic to enforce (2)'s restrictions 
on index ordering.) Third, if the tree contains a subtree with k < n/2 indices, or k = n/2 
indices including #1, then that subtree is a candidate for the left-hand factor of a term of 
the tr | tr type. (Testing the restrictions onk involves invoking some more reeursive utility 
subroutines.) But also, if a subtree contains ubsubtrees, then the explicit index contraction 
(over e) in (2) may occur at one of the subtree's branches. Therefore, the tree must be 
broken up at all of its deeper-lying nodes, and the test for the three basic possibilities 
applied recursively to the resulting pieces. 
Let me briefly describe the main programming techniques used. The outermost 
subroutine takes two arguments: 
recrel (tree, list) 
The second argument is the ordered list of allowed indices; at the start, this is simply 
1 . . . . .  n. A static integer variable alpha, taking nonpositive values, represents at each time 
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the next available dummy index (a, fl . . . .  ). Having found an admissible subtree, the 
program (a) temporarily replaces it in the main tree by a new leaf corresponding to index 
value alpha, thereby producing a complementary t ee; (b) splices alpha into the index list 
at position l (in the notation of (2)); (c) calls recrel([cotree], [newlist]). (The new list 
contains redundant indices--already used up in the first subtree--but this is of no 
importance, since such indices will not appear in the cotree if the original input was valid.) 
As in F t.! N C, a running total is kept of the coefficients of all legitimate terms found which 
reduce to the input tree. 
5. Documentation and Exposition 
It is hoped that this essay as a whole is a useful contribution i  this regard. 
6. Special Cases and Applications 
6.1.1. An example of spee ia l i sa t ion  is the computation ofhigh-order WKB approximations 
for the ordinary sca la r  Schr6dinger equation. V now commutes with itsderivatives, ince 
their values are just numbers; therefore, many of the terms in the general (vectorial) 
expansion ought to be combined. A linearly independent term in the answer to the scalar 
problem is of the form 
V"~ . . .; 
hence, characterised by the sequence (m o, m~ . . . .  ). This is to be contrasted with the typical 
term in the vector problem, 
V(n l )V  (n2) . . . , 
characterised bythe sequence n l -n : - . . . .  When the vector expression is specialised to the 
scalar problem, 
m, is equal to the number of occurrences ofn in nt -n2- . . . .  (6) 
The point, of course, is that several n-sequences correspond to the same m-sequence. 
How would one use my programs to solve this problem? The approach which first 
comes to mind is "synthetic": 
I. Run the programs GRIND and FUNC. 
2. For each n-sequence output by those programs, find the corresponding m-sequence 
[see (6)]. 
3. Keep a running total of the coefficients for each m-sequence. 
There is also an "analytic" method, however: 
1. Generate all m-sequences of the proper order. 
2. For each m-sequence, generate all associated n-sequences. 
3. Input the latter to FU N C and accumulate he coefficients (for a given m-sequence). 
I have not written either of these programs; this is a Gedankenberechnung to guide our 
attack on larger problems. The analytic approach requires more programming, because 
G R IN I) must be replaced by one or more new programs to perform steps 1 and 2 and to 
interface with FUNC properly in step 3. On the other hand, it eliminates a great deal of 
data storage and table-lookup inherent in the synthetic method. It is not obvious which 
method is best. 
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Incidentally, the phase-integral expansion for a scalar potential was perhaps first studied 
electronically by Campbell (1972), who compared several of the symbolic manipulation 
packages available in the early 1970s. [See also Campbell & Jefferys (1974) and references 
therein.] The computational procedure (and even the basic recursion relation) used there is 
different from that employed here. 
6.1.2. An example of embedding a program in an application is the calculation of the mean 
local expansion of the spectral measures associated with the SchrSdinger operator 
-d2/dx2+ V(x). For an explanation I refer to Fulling (1982; 1983). Here, suffice it to say 
that part of the calculation involves an unknown quantity p defined by 
p(1 + Newn) = 1, (7) 
where 1 + N~von is the even-order part of N. After scaling to eliminate fractions, this 
equation leads to the recursion relation 
n--1 
Pn = N2,+2 ~ N2ppn_p. (8) 
p=l  
The analytic approach would be to solve (8) recursively, in complete analogy with (1). 
The complete program FUNC.C does this, along with several related things. 
But a recursive solution could have been avoided here. From (7) follows 
p = (1 +Nov~n) -1 
2 = 1 - Nc~r + Ne~r 
A simple and irect "synthetic" approach to obtaining p~ is just to collect all the terms of 
order 2n in this expression [not with the same scaling as in (8)]. This requires us to write 
down all products of factors Nzp~ with 
2pl = n. (9) 
The interesting observation is that (9) is a partitioning problem similar to those solved 
in 13 FII N D and FU N C. When one factor, N2m, is peeled off from a product, treating the 
remaining factors is quite like analysing the p,_p in (8). A program to implement he 
synthetic solution, therefore, would need to perform almost he same computations as my 
analytic program. 
Although no firm conclusion can be based on this one example, it seems to indicate that 
a closed-form solution to a recursion relation need not provide a great computational 
advantage (in terms of speed). Here is a similar straw in the wind: Preliminary 
computations in the pseudodifferential-operator calculus, where a closed-form solution 
exists (Fulling & Kennedy, 1987a, 1987b; 1988), require a very long program to list the 
terms in the solution. Moreover, specialisation and application of the results lead to term- 
combination problems as severe as those encountered in the Synge-DeWitt problem (see 
below). Of course, an explicit solution is valuable for theoretical purposes, and it may 
simplify the preliminary analysis and the programming, even if not the computation itself. 
6.2. In the calculation of the Synge-DeWitt tensors, it is not necessary to pass to a 
special case or application i order to encounter a task of term combination; the original 
problem already involves one. Our analysis of the recursion relation has been in terms of 
rooted trees, but linearly independent terms correspond t~ trees without a distinguished 
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root. The list of independent terms is reduced further by the index symmetries of the 
Riemann tensor and its derivatives. (This includes the Ricci identity stating that the 
commutator of two eovariant differentiations can be expressed in terms of the Riemann 
tensor.) Finally, in application to a manifold of a particular dimension one would want to 
take account of degeneracies among the terms which are peculiar to that dimension--for 
example, the fact that in dimension 2 the Riemann tensor can be expressed in terms of its 
complete contraction, the Riemann scalar. 
This term combination is much harder to analyse than the passage to the scalar WKB 
expansion. For one thing, the relations among terms are more complicated than simple 
commutativity of all factors. A further complication arises from the fact that most of these 
relations consist of more than two terms. For example, the Ricci identity is, schematically, 
A;~ = A;u ~ + A.R'uv , 
where the last term summarises contractions of the tensor A with the curvature tensor. If 
the object on the left-hand side is declared "noncanonical", to be eliminated in favour of 
those on the right, then that object "contributes" to the coefficient (in the final, canonical 
expression) of each object on the right-hand side. (In contrast, each n-sequence in the 
WKB problem contributed to only one m-sequence.) An analytic calculation of the 
coeff• of each term of the A.R'~ type must recognise A;~ as a possible source of that 
term and must obtain the coefficient of A;~ u in the precanonical expression. This appears 
time-consuming, and also difficult to program. 
The use of SIGTREE and SIGMA, and of Christensen's related but complementary 
program to generate (2), is still in an early stage. Our preliminary conclusions are the 
following. (1)When n _> 8, the number of terms in a...u" is very large. As written, the 
SIGTREE[ SIGMA combination executes rather slowly. (2)Most terms generated by 
SIGTREE do not actually appear in a...u," SIGTREE needs to be revised to exploit the 
structure of (2) to suppress obviously absent rees. (3) Surprisingly few of the terms in the 
output of SIGMA combine when the index symmetries are taken into account. (This 
situation changes, however, if index contractions are performed on the cr tensor.) 
At present I can only speculate on how this work will proceed. Here are some possible 
outcomes, in decreasing order of elegance. 
1. Conceivably, a more careful study of the recursion relation (2) and of the output of 
the computer programs will lead to the discovery of a closed-form solution of (2). 
2. An application of the representation theory of the symmetric groups may bring some 
order into the chaos of the index symmetries. A clue in this direction is the fact that the 
fourth-order ~r tensor is proportional to the symmetrical part of the Riemann tensor [see 
Christensen, 1976; equation (4.4c)]; therefore, that object naturally occurs in all the higher- 
order tensors as generated by (2). 
3. sMv, MACSX'gA, and their ilk may come into their own in tackling the term- 
combination problem. Once the analytic method has solved the recursion relation proper, 
they may provide the most efficient means for finishing the job. 
4. It may be that the Synge-DeWitt tensors must be inserted into an application, and 
all relevant index contractions performed, before it will be feasible to combine terms into a 
minimal, linearly independent set. The number of possible independent terms in an 
ultimate (usually scalar) expression is markedly smaller than in the o- tensors themselves. 
In short: 
There is still a lot of work to be done! 
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Note Added in Proof 
Rodionov & Taranov (1987) report a calculation of the 8th-order Synge-DeWitt ensor by means 
of the system REOUCE. A formula essentially identical to (2) is derived there. Earlier similar work was 
done by R. Schimming (1981). 
Christensen has made significant progress in calculating the Synge-DeWitt tensors via the 
symbolic computation system MATHEMATICA, both with and without input from the programs 
described here. 
After discussions with R. C. King and other participants in the 1989 Summer Institute of the 
Canadian Association of Physicists, I am more optimistic about he application of group theory and 
Young diagrams to the tensor problem--although not in the precise way suggested above. This is 
being actively investigated. 
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